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Our Judicial System Has Lost Its Ability to Judge Guilt and Innocence 

Dear e-mail friends, 

When the judicial system of a society has lost its ability to judge the guilty 
from the innocent; when a judicial system has as its plumbline laws made up by 
unscrupulous lawyers and judges, the system itself is about to collapse. 
 
The judicial system is the backbone of a society. 
 
Pray tell me — is it not strange that Martha Stewart got a jail sentence doing 
what all the Mafia hucksters on Wall Street have always done and O.J. 
Simpson walks off scot-free? And we Americans watch, yawn and mutter, 
“What difference, it did not happen to me?” 
 
Are you not tired of the charades of the two donkeys running for president 
professing to be our great saviours that promise to spend our money wisely, on 
all the cooked up promises of a “better life?” 
 
Please spare me from assuming we Americans are not sick of the democratic 
Christian facade or should I say, the leech that we erroneously call “the land of 
the free and the home of the brave.” Not only is the backbone of America 
disintegrated but, alas, the heart is also sick. 
 
We need a great spiritual awakening — a visitation from the God who founded 
our country, not to change the laws but to change the very heart of each and 
every one of us. 
 
Only God can heal our sick nation and that will only happen if we desire to 
humble ourselves and turn from our wicked, deceitful ways. 
 
Truly then we will see it is not by might nor by power but by God’s Spirit that 
nations change. The biggest threat and terror to our nation is our nation itself. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Marie 


